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ABSTRACT

Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate, clinically and radiographically, the effect of Simvastatin and 
Antioxidant mix on pulpotomized young permanent teeth.  Subjects & Methods: Pulpotomy was performed in 54 vital decayed 
young permanent molars that were indicated for vital pulp therapy. The molars were classified randomly into three equal groups: 
Group A:  molars receiving Simvastatin after pulpotomy (n=18); Group B:  molars receiving Antioxidant mix after pulpotomy 
(n=18); Group C:  molars were receiving calcium hydroxide after pulpotomy (n=18). The treated teeth were followed up clinically 
and radiographically after variable intervals (immediately, 1 month and 3 months) after treatment. The assessment of treated teeth 
was performed by visual inspection of the signs and symptoms and by periapical radiographs for assessment of pulp space, lamina 
dura and periapical tissue. Result: According to pain, mobility, swelling, internal or external resorption, widening of periodontal 
ligament and periapical radiolucency;  in simvastatin group at 3 months, 15 (83.3%) of cases were successful and 3 cases failed. 
Antioxidant mix, at 3 months, 16 (88.9 %) of cases were successful and 2 cases was failed. Calcium hydroxide, at 3 months, 16 
(88.9%) of cases were successful and 2 cases failed.  Conclusion: Simvastatin and Antioxidant mix pulpotomy are more cost-
effective, handled easilily, and biocompatible. It has been proven potentially to be an ideal pulpotomy agent  in the treatment 
of vital young permanent teeth. All three tested materials enhancing root formation “elongation” without significant difference, 
without any change in periodontal tissue.
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INTRODUCTION 

Dental caries is one of the most common chronic 
diseases affecting millions of people. Caries activity 
usually causes tooth decay or cavities and can even 
lead to the loss of afflicted teeth, which is particularly 
harmful to children’s growth and development (1). 
The World Health Organization (WHO) reported 
that 60–90% of school children experience caries 
globally. Preservation of the remaining vital portion 
of cariously exposed pulpal tissue in primary teeth, 
where the demand is to keep a functioning tooth 

in site, was one of the most frequent problems in 
pediatric dentistry (2). 

Vital pulp therapy is the treatment of choice for 
pulp exposures in immature teeth with irreversible 
pulpits and/or traumatic injuries. The procedure 
is primarily based on the healing ability of the 
healthy pulp. Two well-established methods for 
pulp preservation are direct pulp capping and 
pulpotomy (3). Pulpotomy is a common procedure 
in the treatment of inflamed primary teeth and 
management of young permanent teeth with open 
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apices, consists of the surgical amputation of coronal 
inflamed pulp and treatment of the wounded surface 
of the radicular pulp is treated with a medicament 
or dressing agent to promote healing or to fix of the 
underlying tissue (4).

Pulpotomy dressings have been examined more 
recently such as formocresol, calcium hydroxide, 
freeze-dried bone, gluteraldehyde, ferric sulfate, 
bone morphogenic protein, mineral trioxide aggre-
gate (MTA) (5).

Statins are structural analogs of HMG-CoA 
(3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme  A). These 
drugs are the first line for hyperlipidemia, and it 
have been recognized to be a safe and low-priced 
drug as a result of its worldwide longtime usage (6). 

Moreover, statin has multiple functions including 
induction of angiogenesis, anti-inflammation and 
improvement of the vascular endothelial cell func-
tion. Another interesting and important function of 
statin is its effect on bone formation (7).

It has been reported that several statins such as 
simvastatin and lovastatin have anabolic effects 
on bone metabolism at in vitro and in vivo study. 
They promote mineralization in non-mineralizing 
osteoblasts through induction of BMP-2 and os-
teocalcin(8). Furthermore; in vitro study showed 
that statins promote osteoblastic differentiation in 
mouse osteoblastic cells (9).

Antioxidant mix is a newer pulpotomy medica-
ment which works on the principle of wound heal-
ing and maintains anatomically continuity of dam-
aged tissue (10). Healing involves the activity of an 
intricate network of blood cell, growth factors, and 
cytokines which ultimately leads to the restoration 
to a normal condition of the injured radicular tissue. 
Antioxidants encounter excess of proteases and free 
radicals which are often formed by neutrophils ac-
cumulation in the wounded area and protect prote-
ase inhibitors from oxidative damage (11).

Antioxidant mix has major advantages that 
are biocompatibility and various other unique 
features that overcome the disadvantages of another 

medicament. Antioxidant mix seems to be a newer 
choice of medicament for pulpotomy (12). Although 
both simvastatin and antioxidant mix are used as 
pulpotomy material for primary teeth, however, 
little clinical information is available regarding the 
use of both material on permanent teeth (10,13).

SUBJECTS, MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was carried out on 54  vital decayed 
young permanent molars that indicated for vital 
pulp therapy. The children were selected from 
Pedodontics outpatient’s clinic, Faculty of Dental 
Medicine, Boys, Cairo, and Al-Azhar University. 
The present study comprised three main groups. 
Pulpotomy procedure was performed in children, 
ranging from 6-9 years. The children and their 
parents were informed about the purpose of the 
study and an informed consent document prior to 
participation was signed. 

Inclusion criteria:

Patients should have, at least one, a deeply 
carious vital first permanent molar with incompletely 
root formed. These young permanent molars were 
selected according to the following criteria: 
1. The molars should be vital on testing with 

vitality tests.
2. The molars should have deep carious lesions.
3. The periapical area should be clear of any 

inflammation or pathosis.
4. The age of the patients should range from 6-9 years.

Exclusion criteria: 
1. History of spontaneous, unprovoked toothache.
2. Mobility.
3. Sensitivity for percussion.
4. Presence of fistulae.
5. Peripheral or internal root resorption.
6. Carious furcation involvement.
7. Periapical lesions.
8. Dystrophic calcification of the pulp.     
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Sample size:

Pulpotomy were performed in 54 vital decayed 
young permanent molars that indicated for vital pulp 
therapy. Children were divided into 3 equal groups 

Group A: molars receiving Simvastatin after 
pulpotomy (n = 18)

Group B: molars receiving Antioxidant mix after 
pulpotomy (n = 18)

Group C: molars receiving calcium hydroxide 
after pulpotomy (n = 18)

RESULTS

According to pain, mobility and swelling; in 
simvastatin group immediately treatment of 18 
(100.0%) of cases were successful, at 1 month, 15 
(83.3%) of cases were successful and 3 (16.7%) of 
cases was failure, and at 3 months, 15 (83.3%) of 
cases were successful and 3 (16.7%) of cases failed. 
Antioxidant mix group, immediately treatment of 
18 (100.0%) of cases were successful, at 1 month, 
16 (88.9 %) of cases were successful and 2 (11.1%) 
of cases failed,  and at 3 months, 16 (88.9 %) of 
cases were successful and 2 (11.1%) of cases failed. 

Calcium hydroxide  group, immediately treatment 
of 18 (100.0%) of cases were successful, at 1 month, 
16 (88.9 %) of cases were successful and 2 (11.1%) 
of cases failed,  and at 3 month, 16 (88.9%) of cas-
es were successful and 2 (11.1%) of cases failed,  
Table (1).

According to Internal or external resorption, 
widening of periodontal ligament and Periapical 
radiolucency: in simvastatin group immediately 
treatment of 18 (100.0%) of cases were successful, 
at 1 month, 15 (83.3%) of cases were successful 
and 3 (16.7%) of cases failed, and at 3 months, 15 
(83.3%) of cases were successful and 3 (16.7%) of 
cases failed. Antioxidant mix group, immediately 
treatment of 18 (100.0%) of cases were successful, 
at 1 month, 16 (88.9 %) of cases were successful 
and 2 (11.1%) of cases failed,  and at 3 months, 16 
(88.9 %) of cases were successful and 2 (11.1%) of 
cases failed. Calcium hydroxide group, immediately 
treatment of 18 (100.0%) of cases were successful, 
at 1 month, 16 (88.9 %) of cases were successful 
and 2 (11.1%) of cases failed,  and at 3 months, 16 
(88.9 %) of cases were successful and 2 (11.1%) of 
cases failed Table (2) and Figure (2).

FIG (1) Simvastatin group: a: pre-treatment lower left first permanent Molar; b: Gaining access and cavity preparation; c: place-
ment of simvastatin paste, d; Glass Ionomer cement, Antioxidant mix group; e: pre-treatment lower right first permanent 
Molar; f: Gaining access and cavity preparation; g: placement of Antioxidant mix; and h: Glass Ionomer cement.
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TABLE (1): Comparison between the three studied groups according to I Pain, Mobility and Swelling.

Simvastatin 
(n = 18)

Antioxidant mix 
(n = 18)

Calcium hydroxide 
(n = 18) χ2 P

No. % No. % No. %

Pain

Immediate

Success 18 100.0 18 100.0 18 100.0
– –

Failure 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

I month

Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9
0.460

MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

3 months

Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9
0.460

MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

Mobility

Immediate

Success 18 100.0 18 100.0 18 100.0
– –

Failure 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

I month

Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9
0.460

MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

3 months

Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9
0.460

MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

Swelling

Immediate

Success 18 100.0 18 100.0 18 100.0
– –

Failure 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

I month

 Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9
0.460

MCp= 
1.000 Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

3 months

 Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9
0.460

MCp= 
1.000 Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

p: p value for comparing between the two studied groups

*: Statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05
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TABLE (2): Comparison between the three studied groups according to Internal or external resorption, 
widening of periodontal ligament  and Periapical radiolucency in each period.

Simvastatin 
(n = 18)

Antioxidant mix 
(n = 18)

Calcium hydroxide 
(n = 18) χ2 P

No. % No. % No. %

Internal or external resorption
Immediate
Success 18 100.0 18 100.0 18 100.0

– –
Failure 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
I month
Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9

0.460
MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

3 months
Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9

0.460
MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

Widening of periodontal ligament
Immediate
Success 18 100.0 18 100.0 18 100.0

– –
Failure 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
I month
Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9

0.460
MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

3 months
Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9

0.460
MCp= 
1.000Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

Periapical radiolucency
Immediate
Success 18 100.0 18 100.0 18 100.0

– –
Failure 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
I month
 Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9

0.460
MCp= 
1.000 Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

3 months
 Success 15 83.3 16 88.9 16 88.9

0.460
MCp= 
1.000 Failure 3 16.7 2 11.1 2 11.1

p: p value for comparing between the two studied groups

*: Statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05
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DISCUSSION

The present study was directed to evaluate, 
clinically and radiographically, the effect of 
Simvastatin and Antioxidant mix and Calcium 
Hydroxide on pulpotomized young permanent 
teeth. According to pain, mobility and swelling, the 
simvastatin group had a success rest of 83.3%. Both 
the Antioxidant mix group and  calcium hydroxide 
group had a higher success rate of 88.9 % of cases.

According to internal or external resorption, 
widening of periodontal ligament and periapical 
radiolucency, the simvastatin group had the same 
success rate of 83.3%, while both the Antioxidant 
mix  and calcium hydroxide group had the higher 
success rate of 88.9 %.

Pain was reported in 3 cases. In two of them pain 
was associated with swelling and increased mobility 
(grade II) and recorded as treatment failure cases. 
For this reason, Apexification and/or endodontic 
treatment were performed for them.

Calcium hydroxide induce formation of a solid 
apical barrier. Some of the postulated mechanisms 
of the osteoconductive effects of Ca(OH)2 are, 
presence of high calcium concentration increase the 
activity of calcium dependent pyrophosphatease; 
direct effect on the apical and periapical soft tissue; 
High pH which may activate alkaline phosphatase 
activity and antibacterial activity (14).

For decades calcium hydroxide has been the 
material of choice for use in vital pulp therapies and 
still it is the most frequently used one (15, 16). El Meligy 
et al.,(17) reported a success rate of 86.7% when 
calcium hydroxide was used as sealing material in 
pulpotomy of immature permanent teeth. Calcium 
hydroxide was selected as the control pulpotomy 
agent because it is currently considered the standard 
therapeutic agent for apexogenesis procedures in 
immature permanent teeth. Calcium hydroxide 
has a long and proven record as an effective pulp 
therapy agent, including pulpotomies, and it is not 
expensive. On the other hand, calcium hydroxide 

FIG (2) Simvastatin group: a: pre-treatment, b: immediate post-operative, c: after 1 month, d: after 3months; Antioxidant mix 
group: e: pre-treatment, f: immediate post-operative, g: after 1 month, and      h: after 3 months.
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has high solubility and low strength. Surprisingly, 
recent trials revealed that calcium hydroxide 
pulpotomy had significantly greater pain-relieving 
effect initially, as well as higher radiographic 
success rates after 6-month follow-up (18).

However, some studies show that there were 
shortcomings when using this material, such as 
superficial necrosis when placed in contact with vital 
pulp due to its high alkalinity (pH=12) and caustic 
effect, degradation over time and poor setting and 
sealing ability. Moreover, a dentinal bridge formed 
beneath the calcium hydroxide layer has tunnel 
defects which act as pathways for bacterial leakage 
and inflammatory changes of the pulp (19, 20).

Reddy et al. (10), evaluated antioxidant mix, 
clinically and radiographically and found that only 
one tooth of 36 pulpotomized teeth failed. Possible 
explanation for the success rate observed in this 
study may be because antioxidant mix counter the 
excess proteases and free radicals often formed by 
neutrophil accumulation in the wounded area and 
protect protease inhibitors from oxidative damage. 
Fibroblasts and other cells may be killed by excess 
ROS and tissues will be made less flexible, so 
antioxidant substances will reduce the possibility of 
these adverse events occurring. Elimination of ROS 
may be an important strategy in improving healing 
of the radicular pulp.

Antioxidant activity is essential in protective 
stimulation osteoblastic activity through specific 
receptors (21). Research that studied SEM samples 
showed mixed hard tissue barriers followed by 
characteristic tubular dentin barrier and complete 
hard tissue barrier formation after 9 months. SEM 
analysis of samples showing convex shaped hard 
tissue barrier formation may be proof of role of 
antioxidant material in localization and direction 
and morphology of the hard tissue barrier. These 
characters could have played an important role 
in clinical, radiographic, and histologic success.  
Several studies on antioxidants were found to 
improve healing ability (22, 23).  Success in the 

present study shows that antioxidants are capable in 
radicular tissue repair and regeneration.

Antioxidant mix is newer pulpotomy medica-
ment which works on the principle of wound heal-
ing and maintains anatomically continuity of dam-
aged tissue (10). Healing involves the activity of an 
intricate network of blood cell, growth factors, and 
cytokines which ultimately leads to the restoration 
to a normal condition of the injured radicular tissue. 
Antioxidants encounter excess of proteases and free 
radicals which are often formed by neutrophils ac-
cumulation in the wounded area and protect prote-
ase inhibitors from oxidative damage (24).

Jeba et al. (25), established a high success rate 
of pulpotomy clinically and radiographically with 
antioxidant mix (95%) especially considering the 
long-term follow-up period. In 6 months follow up 
1 failure was recorded and in 12 months follow up 
2 failures were recorded. All molars treated with 
antioxidant mix presented a successful outcome.

Calcium hydroxide and Antioxidant mix pulp-
otomy are more cost-effective, easy in handling, 
biocompatible and does not have any disadvantage 
than any other commercially available medica-
ment. It has been proven potentially to be an ideal 
pulpotomy agent clinical and radiographic. Hence, 
understanding the characteristics, tissue uptake me-
tabolism, biochemical interactions, and the other bi-
ological activities of various antioxidants on pulpal 
healing may provide a reliable biological method 
for vital pulp therapy of primary teeth and young 
permanent teeth in the clinical practice. 

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the present study, the follow-
ing conclusions could be drawn:

1. Simvastatin and Antioxidant mix pulpotomy 
are cost effective, with ease in handling, and 
biocompatible. It has been proven potentially to 
be an ideal pulpotomy agent clinical and radio-
graphic result as a pulp medicament material in 
treatment of vital young permanent teeth.
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2. All three tested materials enhanced root forma-
tion “elongation” without significant difference, 
without any change in periodontal tissue.
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